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Introduction
The chickens we buy at the grocery store are produced by the millions in industrial facilities
concentrated in just a handful of states. The industrialization and consolidation of the poultry
business have concentrated production in what is now known as the Broiler Belt. In this area,
which extends from eastern Texas through the southeastern United States and north to Maryland
and Delaware, chickens outnumber people by as much as 400 to 1. 1 Along the way, the farms,
known as animal feeding operations (AFOs), i generate approximately 500 million tons of
manure each year—three times the amount of waste the human population of the U.S.
produces 2—and much of this waste ends up polluting the nation’s waterways.
The manure and chicken litter 3 produced at these farms is chock-full of phosphorus, an essential
nutrient for healthy waterways—but only in the right quantities. Too much phosphorus and algae
growth explodes, devouring oxygen in the water and leading to “dead zones” that cannot support
aquatic life. Algae can also be toxic. Phosphorus fueled an outbreak of poisonous algae in Lake
Erie just last year that forced half a million people in Toledo and the surrounding Ohio
communities to temporarily shut off their tap water. 4 The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has determined that nearly 560,000 miles of rivers and streams in the U.S. are impaired—
that is, unsuitable for their designated use—and 131,500 miles of those polluted streams are
impaired due to agriculture. 5 In other words, of the nation’s impaired rivers and streams,
agriculture is responsible for polluting nearly a quarter of them.
Most of the farmers that raise these chickens contract with much larger, name-brand chicken
companies such as Perdue and Tyson. In the contracts that govern the chicken trade, the
companies, known as integrators, own the chickens. They supply growers with chicks and feed,
then return to claim the birds for slaughter. The only thing the growers own is the waste, and
they are legally responsible when it is not handled properly. This astoundingly unfair
arrangement, which allows the integrators to escape liability for all pollution, is the result of
years of successful lobbying efforts by the nationally powerful and well-heeled farm lobby. The
American Farm Bureau Federation and its allies focus their lobbying efforts on the core interests
of multi-billion dollar corporations like Perdue and Tyson, not the smaller, family farms that
often have no choice but to enter into these one-sided contracts.
This Issue Alert argues that the integrators should share liability under existing law with the
growers for disposal of the millions of tons of chicken litter produced each year. The nation’s
most polluted waters will remain so until the country gets serious about tackling pollution from
AFOs. Taking the piecemeal approach of enforcing against individual farmers for violating
environmental laws is politically difficult and incredibly time-consuming, not to mention unfair.
When they control the operations of small growers to a significant degree, as most do, large
chicken companies must share responsibility of disposing of the waste appropriately.

i

A subset of AFOs, known as concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs), are generally the largest and most
polluting type of AFO. This Issue Alert will discuss how to hold integrators liable for waste produced at AFOs
(which include CAFOs) except when discussing the Clean Water Act, which only regulates CAFOs.
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This Issue Alert looks at past attempts to hold integrators liable for pollution from AFOs. It is
organized according to the different types of legal tools that one might use for establishing
integrator liability and covers the Clean Water Act (CWA), the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA), the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), and the Emergency Planning and Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA). 6 The
Issue Alert also addresses efforts to use state common law and attempts at state legislation. The
paper provides some background on each tool, explaining the structure of each law and how one
might use it to establish integrator liability. In addition, the paper briefly reviews any
disadvantages that might come with trying to use a given legal tool.

Federal Law
Clean Water Act
Background
Unlike most farms, certain AFOs—known as concentrated animal feeding operations
(CAFOs) 7—are considered point sources under the Clean Water Act (CWA). 8 The Act requires
point sources to obtain a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
before they are allowed to discharge pollutants into water bodies. Fewer than half of CAFOs
nationwide, however, are required to obtain NPDES permits. 9
In many cases, CAFOs dispose of their wastes by spreading it on fields to fertilize crops. The
CWA exempts from point-source status—and thus from regulation—normal runoff pollution
from these fields, which it refers to as “agricultural stormwater.” Consequently, one threshold
question that must be answered before considering whether integrators can be held liable under
the CWA for land application of CAFO waste is whether the CWA exempts the CAFO’s land
application as agricultural stormwater. The EPA has consistently restricted this exemption so that
it does not include instances in which a CAFO overapplies waste—that is, when it uses land
essentially as a dumping ground for manure or chicken litter. To receive the exemption, a CAFO
must comply with site-specific nutrient management practices, which include protocols designed
to ensure the appropriate agricultural utilization of the waste and conservation practices to reduce
runoff. 10
Chicken litter can end up fouling surface waters in ways other than by overapplication. The
waste is often stored in uncovered piles, and rain may carry it into a stream; it might leak out of
the animal confinement area; or it might seep out of the area used to dispose of dead birds. If it
ends up polluting nearby waters, it is generally considered a violation of the CWA. One federal
district court in West Virginia, however, found that pollutants from a CAFO that were blown by
fans from a chicken house and then washed by rain into a stream were exempt from the CWA’s
permitting requirements under the agricultural stormwater exemption. 11 This decision is only
binding within the district court’s jurisdiction.
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Federal Efforts to Use the CWA
On January 12, 2001, the EPA proposed new rules for the operation of CAFOs. The agency
proposed requiring integrators that exercise sufficient control over an operation to obtain a
permit—a practice known as “co-permitting.” The provision would have required:
Any person who is an “operator” of a CAFO on the basis that the person exercises
substantial operational control of a CAFO . . . must apply for a permit. Such
operators may apply for an NPDES permit either alone or together as copermittees with other owners or operators of the CAFO.” 12
The proposal went on to explain that the test for “substantial operational control” depends on the
circumstances, but relevant factors include:
[W]hether the entity: (1) Directs the activity of persons working at the CAFO
either through a contract or direct supervision of, or on-site participation in,
activities at the facility; (2) owns the animals; or (3) specifies how the animals are
grown, fed, or medicated. 13
Significantly, the proposed regulations emphasized that the CWA authorized the EPA and the
states to require co-permitting of integrators, citing several court cases to support this
interpretation of the CWA. 14
Ultimately, the EPA did not include co-permitting in its final CAFO rule, which was issued in
2003. Consequently, federal regulations do not require integrators to obtain permits for the
activities of their contract growers, regardless of the level of the integrator’s control over those
farms. Political pressures likely forced the EPA to step back from its initially strong position that
the CWA authorizes the co-permitting of growers and integrators. In a recent Issue Alert, CPR
President Rena Steinzor and three CPR policy analysts urged President Obama’s EPA to
promulgate a new CAFO rule that requires co-permitting. 15
State Agency Efforts to Use the CWA
Forty-six state environmental agencies, rather than the EPA, are primarily responsible for
carrying out the CWA’s NPDES permitting program. No state environmental agency currently
requires co-permitting as part of its implementation of the NPDES program, although several
states have attempted to do so.
Maryland
In 2001, Maryland became one of the first states to try to hold large chicken companies liable for
the poultry litter produced on the farms of their contract growers. Beginning in that year, the
Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE) attached conditions to the discharge permits
governing three of the largest chicken slaughterhouses in the state, making the slaughterhouse
responsible for the practices of the farmers growing the chickens. 16
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By 2003, however, the initiative was abandoned. The poultry companies challenged MDE’s
decision to attach these conditions to the permits, and an Administrative Law Judge found that
this permitting requirement was beyond MDE’s jurisdiction. 17
Kentucky
The Kentucky General Assembly considered legislation establishing a co-permitting requirement
for its NPDES program in 2000. The legislature failed to pass the bill in the face of heavy
opposition from the Kentucky Agriculture Department and the state Farm Bureau.
After the failure of the Kentucky law to require co-permitting, the Kentucky Environmental and
Public Protection Cabinet issued emergency regulations requiring integrators to obtain NPDES
permits. The effort came to naught, however, when a state Administrative Regulation Review
Subcommittee rejected the regulations. 18
Georgia
The Georgia Department of Natural Resources proposed rules for the chicken and cattle farming
industries in 2000 that would have required NPDES co-permitting for both integrators and
growers. 19 Following intense lobbying by the poultry industry and the Georgia Department of
Agriculture, the state’s Attorney General issued a preliminary ruling asserting that, as written,
the integrator liability provision exceeded the state’s authority since ownership of the chickens
alone did not equate to operation of the farm.
In response to this ruling, the Georgia Department of Natural Resources revised the proposed
rule, eliminating the requirement for all integrators to seek NPDES co-permits. Instead, the
revised proposed rule stated that the agency would make case-by-case determinations of whether
integrators would be required to join in NPDES co-permits with growers based on an assessment
of actual operational control. Even this more modest approach faced stiff opposition. As a result,
the Georgia Department of Natural Resources decided to strip the final rule of any language
referring to integrator liability/co-permitting.
Lawsuits Involving Use of the CWA
In 2010, environmental groups filed suit seeking to hold a chicken CAFO and the integrator
Perdue Farms liable under the CWA for discharging poultry manure from the farm into the
nearby Pocomoke River, a tributary of the Chesapeake Bay. 20 The judge denied Perdue’s motion
to dismiss, reasoning that liability under the CWA extends to all entities that exercise sufficient
control over the operation causing the violation, including integrators such as Perdue. 21 While
the plaintiffs were still required to prove that Perdue exercised sufficient control to be held liable,
they were entitled to discovery on the issue.
The environmental groups ultimately lost, however, because the judge determined that they had
failed to establish a discharge from the poultry operation. 22 The judge believed that the observed
pollution most likely came from the farm’s free-roaming cows, not the housed chickens. The
lawsuit indicates that judges may be open to extending liability to integrators but that proving
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causation—that is, tracing the discharge from its source on the farm to the body of water that it
impairs—must be handled with great care.
Disadvantages to Use of the CWA
In theory, co-permitting under the CWA is the most effective way of holding integrators
responsible for CAFO wastes. In particular, the NDPES permitting process could be used to hold
integrators accountable for ensuring that CAFOs use adequate, well-designed and implemented
measures to prevent their wastes from entering nearby water bodies.
In practice, co-permitting faces challenges at both the federal and state level. Any new federal
rules would likely prompt uproar in Congress and would almost certainly face a judicial
challenge. State efforts would face the same sorts of problem; moreover, integrators could move
to unregulated states or at least threaten to do so, a threat that state officials are likely to take
very seriously. The only attempt so far by citizen groups to hold integrators liable demonstrates
that integrators that exercise substantial control over an AFO may be subject to liability for
pollution, but there must be robust evidence of a discharge, which can be difficult to establish.
AFO wastes are an enormous source of water pollution and all responsible parties—especially
the largest chicken companies who can most afford it—must share responsibility for cleaning it
up. While not without difficulties, the CWA holds the most promise for establishing integrator
liability and citizens and the government should continue to push for co-permitting under the
Act.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Background
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) is a federal environmental statute that
establishes a comprehensive program to ensure that neither solid nor hazardous wastes harm the
environment or public health. RCRA reserves its most stringent requirements for hazardous
waste. Nevertheless, a number of provisions apply to the disposal of solid waste. Federal and
state regulators as well as citizens may take enforcement action against any person, including
owners and operators of facilities, whose handling, storage or disposal of solid waste “may
present an imminent and substantial endangerment to health or the environment.” 23 State
regulators and citizens may also enforce against any person who violates the statute’s prohibition
on "any solid waste management practice . . . which constitutes the open dumping of solid
waste.” 24 The phrase “solid waste” is a term of art when used in the RCRA context and includes
material from agricultural operations to the extent that the material is “garbage, refuse” or other
“discarded material.” 25
RCRA, nevertheless, explicitly excludes from the definition of solid waste any solid or dissolved
material that is subject to regulation as a point source discharge under the CWA, 26 and many
AFOs are subject to such regulation. 27 With regard to unpermitted feeding operations, RCRA’s
ban on open dumping does not apply to manures that are “returned to the soil as fertilizers or soil
conditioners.” 28 Existing case law, however, indicates that RCRA contains no blanket exemption
for AFO waste and that RCRA liability can attach to manure that has been overapplied to a field
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(that is, applied without regard to the fertilization needs of the crop). 29 Since such waste cannot
be beneficially used as a crop fertilizer, it is not “returned to the soil as fertilizers” and thus the
manure is discarded “transforming it to a solid waste under RCRA.” 30
No court has yet found that RCRA liability extends to integrators. Under the statute, a private
party may bring suit “against any person . . . including any past or present generator, . . .
transporter, or . . . owner or operator of a treatment, storage, or disposal facility, who has
contributed or who is contributing to the past or present handling, storage, treatment,
transportation, or disposal of any solid or hazardous waste which may present an imminent and
substantial endangerment to health or the environment.” 31 Congress intended that the term
“contribution” be “liberally construed,” and such term includes “a share in any act or effect”
giving rise to disposal of the wastes that may present an endangerment. 32 In the hazardous waste
context, courts have held that “a plaintiff must allege that the defendant had a measure of control
over the waste at the time of its disposal or was otherwise actively involved in the waste disposal
process.” 33
Disadvantages to Use of RCRA
Even though RCRA applies in some cases to the overapplication of animal waste, the question
remains whether integrators can be held liable under RCRA. Although no court has yet found
integrators liable under the statute, such a finding seems to be supported by both the statutory
language of the imminent and substantial endangerment provision and by public policy as long
as the integrator exercises substantial operational control of the AFO.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
Background
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) is a
federal environmental law designed to clean up releases of hazardous substances into the
environment. CERCLA has a number of provisions that are important in the integrator liability
context. Section 103, the emergency notification provision, requires anyone who is in charge of a
facility (defined as any site or area where a hazardous substance comes to be located) to report
releases of certain defined hazardous substances whenever those releases exceed a specified
threshold. 34 This provision provides the EPA, state agencies, and the public with needed
information about the locations and magnitude of chemical releases.
Section 104 of the Act authorizes the EPA to respond to such releases through removal actions
and/or larger scale remediations. The EPA may use funds from the Superfund trust fund to
finance these cleanups, or it may use its authority under section 106 to order the responsible
party or parties to take action to abate the problem. The EPA may recover the expenses that it
incurs during a response action under Section 107 and so may state governments and even
private persons. Federal and state trustees may also seek damages for injury to or destruction of
natural resources. The persons who are potentially responsible for all of these costs include the
current owners and operators of the site where the release occurred, those who owned or
operated the site at the time of disposal, those who arranged for disposal, and transporters who
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chose the disposal site. Liability under section 107 is joint and several, and no showing of fault
is necessary; in other words, strict liability applies.
AFOs are potentially liable under CERCLA in two instances (not including EPA administrative
orders compelling a party to respond to a release). First, a person in charge of an AFO that fails
to timely report a relevant release under section 103 may be enforced against not only by the
EPA but also by states and private citizens. Second, the owners and operators of an AFO are
potentially liable under section 107 for the costs of a cleanup performed by the EPA, a state, an
Indian tribe, and even private entities as long as the private cleanup meets certain conditions.
The “release” of a “reportable quantity” of a “hazardous substance” other than a federally
permitted release, triggers the reporting requirement under section 103. According to CERCLA,
a “release” includes “spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, discharging,
injecting, escaping, leaching, dumping, or disposing into the environment,” but excludes “the
normal application of fertilizer.” 35 A “hazardous substance,” in turn, includes substances
designated under particular provisions of the CWA, RCRA, the CAA, the Toxic Substances
Control Act, and CERCLA itself. 36 Finally, the EPA has by rulemaking promulgated reportable
quantities for these substances. 37
Several kinds of hazardous substances can be emitted or discharged—released, in other words—
at AFOs. Phosphorus, a pollutant found in chicken litter, is one of those hazardous substances
and it may find its way into surface water or groundwater if overapplied to the fields. Even
though CERCLA excludes the “normal application of fertilizer,” 38 the legislative history of
CERCLA suggests that this exclusion does not include the overapplication of animal wastes that
would not benefit agriculture. 39 Moreover, hydrogen sulfide and ammonia, both “hazardous
substances” under the Act, can be emitted to the air from animal waste stored in lagoons, pits, or
stockpiles or from areas in which animals are stabled or confined. 40 In 2009, however, the EPA
promulgated a final rule providing a full administrative reporting exemption under CERCLA for
air releases of hazardous substances from animal waste at farms. 41 A number of groups sued in
the D.C. Circuit, and the EPA asked the court to remand the rule to the agency for
reconsideration, which the court did in 2010.42 The agency has taken no action since then, and
the rule remains in effect.
AFOs can also be implicated in a cost recovery action under section 107. In the event that the
EPA, a state agency, or another party acted to remove or remediate the release of a hazardous
substance (phosphorus, for example), a number of parties may be liable for those costs. These
potentially responsible parties include present operators, and integrators could potentially fall
into the class of facility operators.
CERCLA defines an “operator” as “[a]ny person . . . operating [the relevant] facility.” 43 In
United States v. Bestfoods, 44 an action attempting to hold a parent corporation liable for the costs
of cleaning up industrial waste generated by a subsidiary’s chemical plant, the U.S. Supreme
Court clarified this definition in the following way:
So, under CERCLA, an operator is simply someone who directs the workings of,
manages, or conducts the affairs of a facility. To sharpen the definition for
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purposes of CERCLA’s concern with environmental contamination, an operator
must manage, direct, or conduct operations specifically related to pollution, that
is, operations having to do with the leakage or disposal of hazardous wastes, or
decisions about compliance with environmental regulations. 45
A plaintiff, in such a cost recovery action, might also assert that an integrator is liable as an
arranger. CERCLA defines an “arranger” as:
Any person who by contract, agreement, or otherwise arranged for disposal or
treatment, or arranged with a transporter for transport for disposal or treatment, of
hazardous substances owned or possessed by such person, by another party or
entity, at any facility owned or operated by another party or entity and containing
such hazardous substances. 46
Efforts to Use CERCLA’s Emergency Notification Provision
On only two occasions has the EPA taken action against AFOs for failure to report a release
under CERCLA. Both involved air emissions, a release for which reporting is no longer required
under EPA’s 2009 rulemaking. In the first case, the agency intervened in a 1997 citizen suit
against Premium Standard Farms for failing to report three million pounds of annual ammonia
emissions. 47 The parties settled, requiring Premium Standard Farms to monitor air emissions of
particulate matter, volatile organic compounds, hydrogen sulfide, and ammonia from
representative barns and lagoons. 48 Nine years later, the EPA settled claims against Seaboard
Foods under several statutes, including failure to report emissions under CERCLA. 49 The
consent decree required more than 200 Seaboard hog AFOs to report emissions under
CERCLA. 50
In Sierra Club, Inc. v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 51 a federal district court in Kentucky found Tyson
Chicken (a subsidiary of Tyson Foods) liable under the CERCLA reporting requirements for
ammonia released from confinement operations under contract with Tyson. The court found that
Tyson Chicken, a vertical integrator, fit the definition of an “operator” under CERCLA. In
reaching this decision, the court relied heavily on the Supreme Court’s opinion in Bestfoods.52
The district court also found that the entire farm constituted a relevant facility for reporting
purposes. 53 In another Sierra Club citizen suit against Seaboard Farms, the Tenth Circuit held
that Seaboard’s entire 25,000 head hog operation was one “facility” under CERCLA, and
therefore Seaboard was required to report air emissions from the site's manure pits and
confinements in the aggregate. 54 Both of these citizen suits, however, predated the EPA’s 2009
rulemaking.
Efforts to Use CERCLA’s Liability Provision
In City of Tulsa v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 55 the city brought claims for cost recovery and contribution
under CERCLA. 56 At the summary judgment stage, the judge found that there was not enough
evidence to determine whether the land application of litter was a “release” or whether it fit
under the statute’s “normal application of fertilizer” exception. 57 However, the judge did find
that the phosphorus contained in poultry litter was a hazardous substance under CERCLA. 58 The
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plaintiffs wanted the court to designate the entire watershed as the facility, arguing that
phosphorus could be found throughout the watershed where poultry litter was land-applied by
the contract farmers and their neighbors to whom the litter was transferred. The court stated that
the definition of “facility” under CERCLA was expansive enough to include the entire watershed
but ultimately found the factual record in the case insufficient to determine the boundaries of the
facility. 59
The plaintiffs also alleged that the integrator had “arranged” to transport and store animal wastes
in the waterways of the state. To determine whether the integrators were “arrangers” as defined
by CERCLA, the court adopted the Eleventh Circuit's approach of “focus[ing] on all of the facts
in a particular case.” 60 It concluded that a party's knowledge of the release, whether a party owns
the hazardous substance, and the intent of the parties are relevant but not determinative of
whether an integrator is an arranger. Ultimately, the court did not decide whether Tyson was an
arranger, opting to make that decision after a full presentation of facts at trial. Before the trial
could be concluded, however, the plaintiffs and defendants reached a settlement. 61 The case has
no precedential value because the court’s prior opinion was vacated following the settlement.
In City of Waco v. Schouten, 62 the City of Waco’s claim that dairies were liable under CERCLA
for its response costs survived the defendants’ motion to dismiss. The city alleged that the
defendants improperly stored and maintained large amounts of animal waste on their properties,
which caused phosphorus to be released into waterways. The court agreed that this improper
handling could constitute a “release” under CERCLA because it involved more than the “normal
application of fertilizer.” 63 Likewise, the court agreed with the plaintiffs that the phosphorus in
the litter constituted a hazardous substance. 64 Finally, the city alleged that agricultural producers
had “arranged” to transport and store animal wastes in the waterways of the state, a claim the
court found sufficiently pleaded and thus refused to dismiss. 65 In early 2006, the dairies reached
a settlement with the city. 66
In State of Oklahoma v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 67 Oklahoma sought a cost recovery and damages for
injury to the state’s natural resources stemming from the alleged discharge of phosphorus,
arsenic, and other pollutants found in chicken litter to the Illinois River Watershed. 68 The state
claimed that the integrators had either arranged for the disposal of their poultry waste or were
owners or operators when the poultry waste was generated, applied to fields, and then discharged
to waters of the state. 69 The trial judge dismissed the state’s CERCLA claims, concluding that
the state could not proceed because it had failed to include another essential plaintiff—the
Cherokee Nation—in its lawsuit against the integrators. As a result, the trial judge did not reach
any of the issues noted above, nor did it reach the question of whether integrators could be held
liable under CERCLA. The Oklahoma Attorney General appealed the case to the Tenth Circuit,
but the appeal was predicated on procedural grounds and did not address the plaintiff’s CERCLA
claims. 70
Disadvantages to Use of CERCLA
CERCLA is not the most promising legal tool for establishing integrator liability. Its potential to
require integrators to report on the release of hazardous substances from their AFOs is, at best,
limited. First, failure-to-report claims under section 103 have focused solely on air pollutants
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such as ammonia because only air emissions typically exceed reportable quantities. These air
emissions constitute only a small portion of an AFO’s waste, thus claims brought under this
provision only scratched the surface of the problem. Secondly, any reporting obligation for
hazardous air pollutants under CERCLA was effectively eliminated by EPA’s 2009 rulemaking
that exempted air emissions from animal waste at farming operations from the mandatory
reporting requirements of section 103.
One can potentially use CERCLA to hold integrators liable for response costs and damages to
natural resources. Such liability, however, depends upon some entity or some person having first
acted to either remove or remediate the problem, or upon the decision of a government trustee to
seek damages for natural resource damages. There is no mechanism in CERCLA for either a
state or a private entity to force a cleanup. Only the EPA can attempt to do that under its
authority in section 106. Moreover, one must still prove that a release occurred that triggered the
response action, and that depends on whether the application of the chicken litter was consistent
with a normal application of fertilizer. And, finally, one still has to prove that the integrator was
the operator of the facility or had arranged for disposal.

The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
Background
The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) is a federal
environmental law designed to inform the public about potentially harmful releases of hazardous
substances and to create a more efficient means to respond to emergencies involving such
releases. EPCRA sets up state and local emergency planning committees and requires facilities to
report releases of hazardous chemicals. 71
EPCRA excludes from the definition of hazardous chemicals “[a]ny substance to the extent it is
used in routine agricultural operations.” 72 This largely restricts the reporting requirements to
certain AFO air emissions from the production area of a farm such as ammonia and hydrogen
sulfide. The application of manure as fertilizer is exempt.
In December 2008, the EPA promulgated a final rule limiting EPCRA’s reporting requirement
for animal feeding operations to those that are defined by EPA’s CAFO regulations as large
CAFOs, based on the number of animals confined. 73 Despite court challenges and a remand back
to the agency, the 2008 exemption rule remains in effect.
Attempts to Use EPCRA
The EPA successfully enforced the EPCRA reporting requirements in two actions. The first case
was resolved by settlement in 2001 with Premium Standard Farms and Continental Grain
Company, 74 while the second, against Seaboard Foods, was settled by agreement in 2006. 75 In
addition, the Sierra Club was successful in one EPCRA citizen suit against an integrator. In
Sierra Club, Inc. v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 76 a federal district court in Kentucky found Tyson
Chicken liable under the EPCRA for failing to report the release of ammonia from confinement
operations under contract with Tyson.
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Disadvantages to the Use of EPCRA
EPCRA offers a somewhat promising tool for holding integrators liable for reporting violations,
but it only applies to emissions from production areas and, then, only from large CAFOs.

State Law
State Common Law
Background
Common law refers to the body of judge-made law that evolves over time through judicial
decisions. It can be distinguished from positive law—statutes and regulations—which are
developed by legislative bodies (e.g., Congress and state legislatures) and regulatory agencies
(e.g., the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency or the California Environmental Protection
Agency). One branch of common law is “torts.” Tort law seeks to identify and offer remedies for
civil wrong (e.g., a person injured in a car accident might use tort law to seek compensation from
the person who caused the accident).
The most frequently used common law tort claims brought against AFOs have been based upon
“nuisance” and “trespass.” A nuisance involves some action or activity by one person that
interferes with a second person’s ability to enjoy his property (e.g., Person 1 makes loud noises
constantly impairing Person 2’s enjoyment of his property). A trespass typically refers to a
situation where one person or something under his control unlawfully enters onto the property of
another (e.g., Person 1 walks across Person 2’s backyard without permission or throws trash into
Person 2’s backyard without permission). Neighboring landowners often base their suits against
AFOs on nuisance law alleging, for example, that the odors emanating from large accumulations
of animal waste have interfered with their quiet enjoyment of the land. They may also sue
confinement operations for trespass when either solid or liquid wastes produced by livestock
cross onto their properties or enter their groundwater. As AFOs have increased in number and
size, the number of lawsuits raising these claims has also increased. As explained below, a few
courts have held these feeding operations liable for their wastes under either a nuisance or
trespass theory.
While the common law claims of nuisance and trespass provide vehicles for holding AFOs liable
for their wastes, a separate common law concept—“vicarious liability”—is needed to attach
nuisance or trespass liability to integrators. According to the concept of “vicarious liability,” one
who is in some form of a supervisory position (e.g., an employer) can be held liable for a civil
wrong committed by a subordinate (e.g., an employee). But, there are limits to how far vicarious
liability can reach. For vicarious liability to apply in a given situation, the person in the
supervisory position must have some element of control over the actions of the subordinate.
Based on this question of control, courts have generally found that while employers can be held
liable for the civil wrongs of their employees (committed within the scope of their employment),
business entities cannot be held liable for the civil wrongs of independent contractors. The
relationship between integrators and operators of AFOs falls somewhere in between the
employer-employee relationship and the business-independent contractor relationship. As
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explained below, however, some courts have held that, in some instances, an integrator can
maintain sufficient control over the actions of its grower to hold it vicariously liable for
nuisances created by the AFO or trespasses upon the land of neighboring landowners.
Efforts to Use State Common Law
In Overgaard v. Rock County Board of Commissioners, 77 neighboring landowners brought
nuisance and trespass claims against both the owner of a large hog AFO and the integrator. A
federal district court in Minnesota found that the integrator’s ownership of the hogs, along with
significant control over the design and construction of the confinement building, was sufficient
to make the integrator liable for nuisance and trespass. Similarly, in Tyson Foods, Inc. v.
Stevens, 78 the Alabama Supreme Court found that the integrator had sufficient control over the
farmers’ activities to warrant the imposition of vicarious liability.
Sometimes, plaintiffs may wish to challenge actions that pose a nuisance to the entire community
rather than just their property. These cases involve what is known as a public nuisance, and
generally such actions are reserved to state and local authorities. Private parties may bring such
cases, however, if they suffer some special injury that is distinct from the general public. In
Neuse River Foundation v. Smithfield Foods, Inc., 79 such a case failed, the court finding that the
plaintiffs lacked standing because their alleged injuries were too general in nature.
Disadvantages to Use of Common Law
The use of common law suits against AFOs has been limited by right-to-farm laws, which have
been widely adopted. In general, right-to-farm laws are intended to protect farms that engage in
“normal” farming activities from “harassing” lawsuits. Right-to-farm laws typically take two
approaches: (1) codifying the “coming to the nuisance” defense, whereby activities that were not
a nuisance when commenced would not become a nuisance due to the changed land uses of
neighbors; and (2) limiting the statutory period in which nuisance suits can be brought, such as
requiring nuisance suits to be brought within one year of the establishment of the agricultural
operation. The proliferation of AFOs has raised the question as to what constitutes “normal”
farming, and states legislatures have responded differently. Some have explicitly extended rightto-farm protections to AFOs, 80 while others have been more hesitant.
Some state courts, moreover, have been reluctant to broadly apply these kinds of statutes. The
Idaho Supreme Court, for example, held that a feedlot would not be protected from nuisance
liability when it expanded its operations unless it could show that the surrounding neighborhood
had changed such that the residential neighborhood “came to the nuisance.” Because the
neighborhood had remained substantially unchanged, and the nuisance was caused not by
encroaching urbanism but by the defendant's intensified operations, the right-to-farm law was
held not to apply. 81 The Washington Supreme Court applied similar reasoning in holding that a
right-to-farm law did not apply to a nuisance suit brought by a small farm against a laterestablished commercial feedlot. 82
In 1998, furthermore, the Iowa Supreme Court became the first and only court to invalidate a
right-to-farm law as an unconstitutional taking. 83 In Bormann v. Board of Supervisors, the court
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reasoned that the nuisance immunity granted to farmers under an Iowa right-to-farm statute
created an easement over adjacent property—consisting of the right to maintain a nuisance—
such that it amounted to a taking of that property. The Iowa Supreme Court reaffirmed this
holding in Gacke v. Pork Xtra, LLC 84 and invalidated the statutory provisions that prevented
property owners subjected to a nuisance from recovering damages for the diminution in value of
their property. Other state courts have distinguished Bormann and Gacke because the Iowa
statutes differed from most states’ right-to-farm laws in that they granted agricultural operations
a nearly absolute right to create a nuisance, regardless of whether the neighbors “came to the
nuisance” or failed to complain within the statutory time period. 85

Protective State Legislation
Background
Some state legislatures have attempted to deal with the rise of AFOs through statutes aimed at
(1) preventing integrators from entering into the kinds of contracts with growers that allow them
to largely escape liability for waste; or (2) establishing direct integrator liability.
Limitations on Contract
Nebraska law prohibits a livestock packer from directly or indirectly owning livestock more than
five days before slaughter. 86 Similarly, an Iowa law at one time prohibited certain processors
from “directly or indirectly contracting for the care and feeding of swine in th[e] state.”87
Because the Iowa statute only applied to out-of-state processors, it was struck down as an
unconstitutional burden on interstate commerce. 88
Efforts to Use State Law to Establish Integrator Liability
In 1998, South Dakota enacted a statute representing the most direct attempt to hold integrators
responsible for pollution resulting from AFOs. 89 The law makes owners of livestock liable, along
with those who raise the livestock, for any environmental harms resulting from the arrangement.
The statute is limited, however. To make out a claim against an integrator, one must prove
negligence on the part of the integrator.
While a bill introduced in the Maryland legislature in 2014 would not have imposed any direct
liability upon integrators, it would have required them to at least pay a fee in order to fund
environmentally beneficial projects. The “Poultry Fair Share Act” would have placed a 5-cent
per head fee on the large poultry companies located on the Eastern Shore, raising about $15
million a year to pay for cover crops to reduce agricultural runoff related to spreading chicken
manure as fertilizer on fields. 90 The bill did not pass—the Democratic governor threatened to
veto it before it even got a hearing—but it was re-introduced in 2015 and may continue to be
introduced in coming years.
Disadvantages to Use of State Law
The few states that have managed to successfully address integrators through legislation are
clustered in the upper Midwest where confinement livestock production has gained a foothold
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only relatively recently. If state legislatures or agencies begin in earnest to enact laws or
promulgate regulations to establish integrator liability, poultry companies could threaten to pack
up and move to states that have not taken such steps, triggering a race to the bottom.

Conclusion
Fairness demands that the large chicken companies share responsibility for disposing of chicken
waste appropriately. As it stands now, multi-billion dollar chicken companies have outsourced
this expensive responsibility to small farmers, all the while professing to defend their small
growers’ interests. This industry is the only one in America today that escapes liability for the
improper disposal of its own waste, while, in the process, jeopardizing irreplaceable natural
resources like the Chesapeake Bay. As outlined above, federal and state laws provide different
tools to hold integrators liable for the waste generated by their contract farmers. Each method has
its advantages and drawbacks, and we urge environmental groups to continue with prudent test
case litigation that could establish integrator liability.
Establishing this type of liability through litigation, however, is a difficult and challenging
proposition for numerous reasons, including politics. In the Maryland integrator-liability case,
for example, Perdue poured money into a public relations war against the environmental
plaintiffs, using the named family farmer as the sympathetic face of the lawsuit in an effort to
obscure its own involvement. No one blinks when a coal plant is sued for violating its permit, but
integrators have successfully managed to put family farmers in between themselves, the
regulators, and the public to mask the truth about how the industry operates. Litigation will be
necessary to move the ball forward, but litigants should proceed with caution.
If state legislatures or agencies begin to enact laws or promulgate regulations to establish
integrator liability, poultry companies could threaten to pack up and move to states that have not
taken such steps. A federal rule, therefore, is the most efficient and perhaps the fairest way to
establish integrator liability. An EPA rule would level the playing field among the states and
avoid the evidentiary and political issues that come with litigation. The agency has already made
a strong case in its 2003 rule proposal that it has the legal authority to require co-permitting.
Such a rule would almost certainly face a legal challenge from the farm lobby, however. Citizen
groups must also continue to press for integrator liability through advocacy and litigation, and
state governments—where they are able to do so—must lead the way towards a fairer system in
which responsibility for AFO waste is shared between the individual farmer and the integrator.
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